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So you players are visiting a city and you want to impress upon them just how lively and interesting a 
city can be. The following tables can be used randomly, or you can just choose an option you like and 
think is appropriate for your game. 

 

2d6 Street events – day time 

2 Get out of the way; An ornate carriage containing a noble lord or lady is trotting down the 
street. Outriders are clearing the street ahead of it. 

3 Cattle drive; Some drovers and their dogs are driving a couple of dozen cattle along the 
street. 

4 Traffic jam; Two huge carts are blocking the street and the owners and their men are having 
a loud argument that could break into violence at any moment. 

5 Kids; A gaggle of urchins are working their way up the street. They could just be playing or 
they could be pickpockets. 

6 The Peddler; An enthusiastic peddler of unusual goods accosts the party and tries to sell his 
wares. He will follow the party until they warn him off. 

7 Street Market; the street ahead is thronging with merchants, tradesmen, customers, 
beggars, urchins and stalls. 

8 Street Preacher; a priest is standing on a small cart proselytising and haranguing passers-by. 
A small but enthusiastic crowd has gathered 

9 A City Guard Patrol is making its way along the street. The Serjeant is chatting to local 
shopkeepers and merchants. Meanwhile his men are giving anyone they don’t know the 
once over. 

10 Religious Parade; it the high or holy day of a local temple/church.  Priests and followers are 
marching through the streets singing and passing out small gifts of food or drink. It is all very 
good natured. 

11 Toll collector; a small weasel of a man in robes, accompanied by three burly guards is 
stopping people in the street and exacting a small toll to go towards some public works. 

12 Go to ‘Street events – unusual’ table below 
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2d6 Street events – night time 

2 The Rat Pack; A pack of large rats is scavenging along the street where a market had been 
held the day before. They are not dangerous if not threatened. 

3 The Convoy; A merchant caravan consisting of several wagons and a dozen mounted guards 
is making its way to the city gates for a dawn start on their long journey. 

4 River mist; the street fills with a waist high mist from the river. It smells foul and more 
imaginative characters may think they see shapes swimming in it. 

5 Off to Gaol; A City Guard patrol passes by. It has a half a dozen glum and bruised men in 
chains on their way to spend night in the cooling off cells. 

6 The Night Carts; It is at night that the Soil-men visit house to empty their cesspits. 

7 Serenade; A trio of merry drunks are making their way unsteadily along the street singing 
loudly. 

8 The Beckoning; Several ladies of the night try to convince a party member to accompany 
them back their brothel. 

9 Lamplighter; A pair of lamplighters are oiling and trimming the wicks on the public night-
lamps. They have a small ladder which one holds while the other tends to the lamps. 

10 The Dog Walker; A large man dressed in a long leather coat, is taking three huge mastiffs for 
a night time stroll. The dogs bark at the party and have to be restrained. 

11 Riders; Three noblemen on horseback are trotting along the street. They make ribald jests 
about the look of the party as they pass. 

12 Go to ‘Street events – unusual’ table below 

 

2d6 Street events - unusual 

2 Attack; a company of cutthroats rush from an alleyway to rob the characters. 

3 Silent parade; A series of ghostly apparitions process along the street. They ignore the party 
even if the party try to interact with them. 

4 The Flautist; Outside a house a priestess in black is sadly playing a flute to mark the passing 
of someone in that house. 

5 Shadowy ambush; A knife flies out of the entrance of an alleyway and narrowly misses a 
character. When the party go to investigate there is no-one there. 

6 Hue & Cry! A man is running down the street as if his life depends upon it. Pursuing him is a 
band of locals including shopkeepers and citizens waving various implements. 

7 A group of men (?) are slinking through the shadows in an alleyway. 

8 A bar fight in a local inn has spread into the street. A couple of dozen citizens are beating the 
crap out of each other and anyone else who comes within arm’s reach. 

9 A naked man or woman is being made to walk the streets, escorted by the City Guard as a 
penance for a crime. Some locals are throwing insults and even rotten fruit and vegetables. 

10 Stop and Search; The City Guard are hunting a band of cutthroats. They demand that the 
party stands still and submits to an interrogation and a search. 

11 Bad Moon Rising; A man stands in the street looking at his hands. As the party get closer they 
see the woman at his feet and that his hands and mouth are covered in blood. The werewolf 
howls and springs to the attack. 

12 House fire;  A house is ablaze and local are trying to put out the flames with a bucket chain to 
a local well. From an upper storey window can be heard a woman’s screams. 

 


